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TOP-OF-THE-LINE PROTECTION,
BOTTOM LINE PRODUCTIVITY
At Microflex we’ve been actively advancing
safety and protection for over a quarter century.
As the most trusted name in gloves we engineer,
manufacture and deliver a diverse collection of
innovative, best-in-class disposable gloves for a
wide array of industries. We go beyond superior
protection, pushing the boundaries of disposable
glove performance and productivity. The result
is a broad portfolio of purpose-built disposable
gloves that help to boost your bottom line.

Best-in-class products
We provide a highly diversified portfolio of
hand protection solutions that outperform
the competition, often exceeding standards
across the industries we serve. We are proud
to welcome High Five brands to our offering.

Most advanced capabilities
From breakthrough R&D and industry-leading
manufacturing technologies to a highly
efficient inventory management system, we
employ a complete 360-degree approach that
ensures the utmost control over quality.

Greater business impact
We are driving industry innovation and
optimizing productivity for businesses by
engineering the combination of superior
protection, improved comfort and enhanced
performance into our product solutions.

THE COST OF WORK INJURIES
IS GETTING OUT OF HAND

From skin irritation and allergic reactions,
to hand fatigue and carpal tunnel syndrome,
the results of ill-fitting or poorly made
gloves can be devastating for workers and
employers alike. Uncomfortable gloves can
make it more difficult to complete the
task at hand which can lead to reduced
productivity and costly hand injuries.
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$156.2 BILLION*

Amount work injuries cost Americans

70%**

Percentage of work-related hand injuries that
could be prevented by workers wearing gloves

>$500 MILLION†

Cost from hand injuries alone to U.S. employers

ONE MILLION†

Number of emergency room visits per year that could
be prevented by simply wearing protective gloves
*National Safety Council
*Bureau of Labor Statistics Work Injury Reports
†
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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PURPOSE-BUILT TO OUTPERFORM
At Microflex, our commitment to breakthrough innovation and scientific
advancement has led us to continually evolve our product line to help users
overcome the challenges associated with wearing disposable gloves. The
result is a collection of purpose-built disposable gloves that provide superior
protection, promote complete hand health and help to optimize profitability.
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BEST IN CLASS PRODUCTS

Developing best-in-class hand protection begins with our unyielding focus on users – what
they do, how they do it and how we can help them do it better. Our knowledge of the user
enables us to purpose-build our gloves to meet the specific needs for each of our customers
based upon task, application and environment.

FPO

FPO

A Focus on
Hand Health

Breakthrough Technology
and Design

Task-Specific
Engineering

Microflex gloves are designed
to promote overall hand health,
helping to mitigate annoying
skin irritation and allergies and
increase user compliance.

Employing advanced material
formulations while enhancing
ergonomics allows our gloves to
provide superior protection while
actively increasing productivity
and performance.

By incorporating proprietary
features into the design of
our gloves, we have created a
diversified portfolio of products
specifically engineered for the
task at hand.

THE XCEED® EFFECT:
A FITTING EXAMPLE OF USER-FOCUSED INNOVATION

Our efforts to reduce hand fatigue and the
occupational risks associated with wearing
protective gloves, such as carpal tunnel
syndrome, led to the development of our
groundbreaking XCEED® product.
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Greater Strength
Creation of a breakthrough nitrile
formulation that delivers superior glove
strength from a lighter, thinner material
Greater Performance
Ability to outperform bare-hand
manipulation and significantly
reduce muscle effort
Greater Protection
Pinhole rates nearly 75% lower than
the FDA’s stringent standards
Designed for Comfort
First exam glove to be certified
by U.S. ergonomics
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SUPERIOR QUALITY, ALL THE WAY AROUND
At Microflex, the key to our success as the most trusted name in gloves has been maintaining complete
control over the manufacturing of our gloves from start to finish. From the design of the product, to
how it reaches the customer’s door, our 360-degree process leverages our advanced capabilities to
ensure we continue to provide the industry’s leading quality and improve your bottom line.

User Testing
Research & Development

Ensuring our products
help users overcome
common daily challenges

Developing advanced
innovations to increase barrier
protection standards and
improve worker ergonomics
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MOST ADVANCED CAPABILITIES

Global Supply Chain
Optimization
Driving efficiencies in inventory
management and supply utilization
to further reduce expense costs

On-Site Quality Control
Ongoing auditing and review of
our manufacturing processes

REACHING A HIGHER STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

Environmental Design
Reducing packaging, energy and waste to positively impact
our environment and your profit

SAFETY MEETS SUSTAINABILITY

At Microflex we take our position as the
industry leader seriously and consider it our
responsibility to help advance our industry’s
approach to sustainability. From the use
of sustainable elements and recyclable
materials to more efficient value packaging,
we are dedicated in our efforts to conserve
and protect the earth we all share.
Value Engineering
Reducing the amount of materials, energy and fuel used in
our building, shipping and storing of products
Use of Soy-Based Inks
Employing sustainable, natural resources in our designs

The cornerstone to our long-standing status as the
quality leader among hand protection providers
is our rigorous Microflex Quality System, bringing
industry-leading processes and professionals
together to provide the utmost safety and
satisfaction to our valued customers. This
commitment is reflected in our varied
industry certifications.
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ISO 13485
Microflex brands are ISO 13485 certified,
ensuring that our product requirements reach
beyond the normal quality system standards
employed by our competitors.

100% Recyclable Packaging
Reducing our overall carbon footprint
ASTM International & FDA
Our examination gloves meet or exceed all
current and proposed standards imposed by
the ASTM International and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Our entire hand protection
portfolio complies with FDA Food Contact
Regulations (21CFR177.2600).

C-TPAT
As a voluntary member of the Customs-Trade
Partnership Against Terrorism, Microflex is doing
our part to strengthen supply chain and border
security, adhering to their stringent requirements
for manufacturing and distribution.
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AN OPTIMIZED HAND PROTECTION PROGRAM END TO END
With Microflex, your business gets the absolute most out of its hand protection investment,
improving the use of gloves and related protective equipment in your environment, while reducing
the total expense associated with these supplies. Our experts address the critical logistical and
behavioral areas that impact how personal protective equipment is both purchased and employed.
Then, we help you design the right program, putting the controls in place to ensure that it is being
used correctly and waste is eliminated from the process.
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GREATER BUSINESS IMPACT

The result is a complete approach that delivers:

Better Product Selection
and SKU Management
Ensuring you have the right
gloves for both your workplace
and job requirements

Better Cost Performance
Driving a lower total cost of
utilization, not just a lower price

Better Overall Supply
Management
Optimizing how your organization
purchases, stores, dispenses and
reorders its disposable gloves

PRODUCT CATALOG

A PORTFOLIO SPECIFICALLY
ENGINEERED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
Microflex leads the industry in delivering a highly
diversified portfolio of high quality disposable gloves
specifically designed to help our users overcome
common challenges associated with wearing hand
protection products. Our comprehensive collection
– including latex, nitrile, vinyl, examination and
industrial grade products – is sure to provide the
perfect fit for your hand protection needs.
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MICROFLEX PRODUCT NAME
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Product detail...quodianda il molorunt, ut re molutatatur si dolecatis
eaqui con nis aut rero cum accus etum quatius et aspe late ventur
am que comnimpero essimet qui sam invelia volorpor molenditium
• re cus arum que cum incitatent litatii ssitinctati occatia volor a
• quunt accum vendis asperepel is porit ratecup taquae dolupta des
• eaquia suntiat vidus
SPECIAL CALLOUT SPECIAL CALLOUT SPECIAL CALLOUT
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WWW.BARRIERSAFE.COM
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